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Abstract
Because of the properties of software such as invisibility, complexity, and changeability,
software configuration management (SCM) for software artifacts generated during software
life-cycle has been used for guarantee of the quality of the software. However, the existing
SCM system has only focused on code artifacts and software development document artifacts
such as Software Requirements Specification (SRS), Software Design Description (SDD), and
Software Test Description (STD). Moreover, software research-oriented project comes out
late the code artifacts and the software development document artifacts. Therefore, there is a
need for trace and management of software research document artifacts composed of highly
abstracted non-functional requirements like ‘the purpose of the project’, ‘the objectives’, and
‘the progress’ before generation of the code artifacts and the software development document
artifacts for a long time. Nevertheless, the existing SCM system cannot trace and manage them.
In this paper, we propose content-based configuration management system comprised of the
relevance link generation phase and content-based testing phase to trace and manage them.
The preliminary application results show applicability and feasibility of the proposed system.
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1. Introduction

Recently, the size of a software research and development (R&D) project has expanded, and
the importance of its quality has increased. For this reason, the management of artifacts
produced during the software R&D life cycle is becoming more significant. Managing the
artifacts leads researchers to improve the quality of their software R&D project [1-3].
In order to manage the artifacts, researchers utilize a software configuration management
(SCM) system which identifies, traces, and controls configuration items in the artifacts [4-6].
Most of the SCM systems evaluate and manage reflection of the requirements in code artifacts
and software development document artifacts such as Software Requirements Specification
(SRS), Software Design Description (SDD) and Software Test Description (STD) [7-9].
However, the software R&D project like a project aiming original technology generates late
the software development document artifacts and the code artifacts. Therefore, before they are
come out, it is necessary to trace and manage highly abstracted non-functional requirements
like ‘the purpose of the project’, ‘the objectives’, ‘the progress’, and ‘the performance history’
in research-related documents for a long time. Even so, it is hard that the existing SCM system
traces and manages them properly.
In order to figure the reason out, we classify the widely used artifacts among software R&D
artifacts into the software research document artifact (e.g. project proposal, annual report,
monthly statement, etc.), the software development document artifact (e.g. SRS, SDD, STD,
etc.), and code artifacts. After that, we apply existing SCM methods to them. Fig. 1 shows the
SCM methods by software R&D artifacts.

Fig. 1. The SCM methods by software R&D artifacts

The existing SCM system has used three types of comparison methods for SCM. First, it has
traced and managed configuration items including the same requirement in different software
development document artifacts by comparison between the software development document
artifacts (③). Second, it has verified that the requirements in the software development
document artifacts are reflected in the code artifact properly by comparison between the
software development document artifacts and the code artifacts (④). Third, it has traced
modified state, managed software version and dependency, and controlled the changes of
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functional or physical characteristics by comparison between the code artifacts(⑤). However,
the existing SCM system only considers the specified and well-formed requirements in
software development document artifacts or code artifacts. Thus, it cannot manage and trace
highly abstracted and non-functional requirement in the software research document artifact
through comparisons between the software research document artifacts (①), or the software
research document artifact and the software development document artifact (②) .
There were studies for SCM using the comparison between document artifacts [10-15]. The
studies focused on identification and trace of configuration items in the software document
artifacts. The studies used traceability matrix which was made manually for identifying and
tracing configuration items. Moreover, they applied information retrieval techniques to
automate them. Nevertheless, in common with the existing SCM system, they only took into
account the specified and well-formed requirements. Therefore, they could not cover the SCM
for the software research document artifacts structured as highly abstracted non-functional
requirements.
The more R&D project aims original technology, the research period takes relatively long
time compared to the development period, so the software development document and code
artifacts generate late, which makes it difficult to predict the outcome of the R&D project. Due
to this characteristics, the SCM for the software research document artifacts is more important
in software R&D project. However, the existing SCM system is not able to manage them.
Thus, in this paper, we report the underlying reasons why the existing SCM system cannot
manage the software research document artifacts, and propose a content-based configuration
management system to manage them. The proposed system comprised relevance rule
generation phase and content-based testing phase traces and manages not only the software
development document artifact but also the software research document artifact.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some related work
for SCM using a comparison between document artifacts. Section 3 analyses characteristics of
the software R&D document artifacts and the underlying reasons why software research
document artifacts cannot be managed by the existing SCM system. Section 4 explains
content-based configuration management system for SCM of software R&D document
artifacts. Section 5 show the preliminary application results. Finally, Section 6 discusses the
conclusion and future works.

2. Related Work
As mentioned previously, there were many studies for SCM by comparing software document
artifacts.
[10-12] have managed document artifacts for SCM using a traceability matrix. Fig. 2 shows
an example of the traceability matrix. Each requirement in the traceability matrix is identified
by unique ID and located in the first row. Types of document artifacts are located in columns,
and index of configuration items mapped with the requirement is placed in content fields in the
matrix. The traceability matrix can be used to trace the configuration items that have same
requirements in different document artifacts. Furthermore, [13-14] has applied information
retrieval technique to automate generation of the traceability matrix. Using the traceability
matrix has the advantage of easy to use and easy to read by treating simple link in the software
document artifacts. However, it is not appropriate to target software research document
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artifacts directly because it is for the well-formed document artifacts created based on the
requirements.

Fig. 2. A traceability matrix

[15] has proposed a method for tracing the requirement by using structural characteristics
of the software document artifacts as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. A traceability link graph between code artifacts and document artifacts

In Fig. 3, the code artifact has a dependency on other in the dependency relation (①), and
the document artifacts trace the code artifacts in the trace relation named ‘traceability link’
(②). In this situation, [15] has inferred new trace relation (③) between the document artifacts
by using the dependency relation (①), the trace relation (②), and the structural information of
the document artifacts. These kinds of studies have suggested new approach using the
software document artifacts. However, the method is unsuitable for directly applying to the
software research document artifacts composed of various formats because it aims the
well-formed document artifacts. Moreover, the generation of software code artifacts takes
especially long time in the software R&D projects for original technology. Thus, the method
which needs software code artifacts for inferring new trace relation has a limitation of SCM of
software R&D document artifacts.
In this paper, we propose the content-based configuration management system. The
proposed system generates ‘relevance link’, which would manage highly abstracted
non-functional requirements in software research document artifacts. The relevance link
consists of related two configuration items and the rule which the two configuration items
have to follow, and it is used for SCM of the software R&D document artifacts. Before explain
about what is the relevance link in detail and how can they manage the software research
document artifacts, we analyze characteristics of the software R&D Document artifacts to find
out the underlying reasons why the existing SCM system cannot manage them.
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3. Analysis of Characteristics of the Software R&D Document Artifacts
In this section, we analyze characteristics of the software R&D document artifacts and the
underlying reasons why the existing SCM cannot manage the software research document
artifacts.
3.1 Classification of artifacts
We classify the artifacts in order to figure the reason out why the existing SCM cannot manage.
Table 1 is a classification table for the artifact produced during the software R&D life cycle.
Table 1. The classification table for artifacts
Artifact Type

Software Development
Document Artifact

Software Research
Document Artifact
Software Code Artifact

Document Type
Software Requirement Specification (SRS)
Software Design Description (SDD)
Software Product Specification (SPS)
Software Test Description (STD)
Project Proposal
Annual Report
Monthly statement
Source Code

Software artifacts are classified into the code artifacts and the document artifacts. The
document artifacts are composed of the software development document artifacts and the
software research document artifacts. The software development document artifacts include
SRS, SDD, STD, SPS, etc. The software research document artifacts contain project proposal,
monthly statement, annual report, etc.
The existing SCM system conducts SCM for the software code artifacts and the software
development document artifacts. However, it cannot carry out SCM for the software research
document artifacts which are comprised of abstracted items and various formats. The next
section explains the reason.
3.2 Differences between Software Research Document Artifacts and Software
Development Document Artifacts
In the case of the software development document artifacts, each item(or section) has been
composed based on the requirements, and identified by the identifier based on the requirement
as shown Fig. 4 (a). The existing SCM system distinguishes and traces the configuration items
having the same requirement in different documents by using the identifier. In Fig. 4 (a), each
arrow means the traceability link between the configuration items having the same
requirement. And the traceability link has the number to differentiate itself from the others that
have different requirements.
On the other hand, in the case of the software research document artifacts, each item(or
section) has been comprised based on the understanding of the researcher as shown Fig. 4 (b).
Therefore, even if there are configuration items having the same relevance in the different
software research document artifacts, it is more important what the relevance means than itself.
Because the traceability has just one meaning as itself but the relevance can have various
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meanings such as sufficient, necessary and equal. For this reason, traceability link is transitive

(a) The tracability link graph of the software development document artifacts

(b) The relevance graph of the software research document artifacts

Fig. 4. The difference between the traceability link graph and the relevance graph

relation, but relevance is not transitive relation.
The existing SCM system cannot manage the software research document artifacts. To
solve the problem, we design the content-based configuration management system.
In this paper, we coin the term as follows.
● Relevance: semantic homogeneity between configuration items in different document
artifacts
● Corresponding items: two configuration items having same relevance.
● Relevance rule: the rule which corresponding items have to follow.
● Relevance link: mapping between corresponding items and relevance rule.

4. Content-based Configuration Management System
Content-based configuration management system consists of relevance rule generation phase
and content-based testing phase. In relevance link generation phase, a researcher generates
relevance links. In content-based testing phase, the researcher conducts content-based testing
for SCM of the software R&D document artifact using the relevance links generated from
previous phase. In this section, we explain each phase in detail.
4.1 Relevance Link Generation Phase
The relevance link generation phase is composed of four modules, which are template-based
document artifact parsing module, configuration item identification module, corresponding
items extraction module and relevance link generation module. In this phase, a researcher can
make the relevance link of each document artifact type using the document artifacts and
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pre-defined relevance rules. Fig. 5 shows the system architecture in the relevance link
generation phase.

Fig. 5. The system architecture in relevancelink generation phase

Template-based Document Artifact Parsing Module (①): This module has the role of
parsing the items used in the configuration item identification module. For this, the module
parses document artifacts provided from a document artifact database. Because the items will
be used for identification of configuration items, all titles of section and subsection levels are
needed, not contents (i.e. template-based parsing). Therefore, the document artifacts having a
same structure are handled as an equivalent type, and they don’t need to be redundantly
parsed.
Configuration Item Identification Module (②): For efficient SCM, configuration items
which have to be managed should be extracted and identified from the indiscriminately parsed
items (e.g. ‘the purpose of the project’, ‘the objectives’, ‘the progress’, and ‘the performance
history’, etc.). Fig. 6 is the example of identifying the configuration items. In Fig. 6, the items
in the left tree chart are extracted and identified to the configuration items in the right tree
chart.

Fig. 6. The example of identifying the configuration items
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Corresponding Items Extraction Module (③): Corresponding items are two configuration
items having same relevance, and they are extracted for the relevance link. For extracting the
corresponding items, in addition to the basis document artifact having the configuration item
which a researcher wants to extract, all the compared document artifacts having corresponding
items of it are required. Because the relevance link is not transitive relation, one-to-one
comparison is essential. Furthermore, since the relevance link is not commutative relation, the
researcher has to consider not only the forward comparison, but also the backward comparison.
Fig. 7 is the example of corresponding items extraction by considering the forward
comparison of the project proposal as the basis document artifact.

Fig. 7. The example of corresponding items extraction

Relevance Link Geneartion Module (④): As mentioned above, a relevance link is
composed of corresponding items and the relevance rule which they have to follow. Thus,
after extracting the corresponding items, the researcher assigns the relevance rule to the
corresponding items. The relevance rules defined by the results of the previous study, and are
shown in Table 2 [16]. The pre-defined relevance rules can be modified, added or removed
during the software R&D life cycle. After the mapping between the corresponding items and
relevance rules, generating relevance link is completed, as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. The example of the relevance link
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Table 2. The relevance rules
Relevance Rule
Structural ~ (prefix)
Structural sufficient condition
(ST-SC)
Structural necessary condition
(ST-NC)
Structural equal condition (ST-EC)
Structural partial equal condition
(ST-PEC)
Semantic ~ (prefix)
Semantic sufficient condition
(SE-SC)
Semantic necessary condition
(SE-NC)
Semantic equal condition (SE-EC)
Semantic partial equal condition
(SE-PEC)

Explanation
Structure of contents in configuration item is very simple, it
can be inferred by using simple comparison.
All contents in configuration item in the basis document are
included in the configuration item in the compared document
The configuration item in the basis document includes all
contents in the configuration item in the compared document
All contents in the configuration item in the basis document
are the same as all contents in the configuration item in the
compared document
Some contents in the configuration item in the basis
document are included in the configuration item in the
compared document
Structure of contents in configuration item is complex, it can
be inferred by human or by using an inference algorithm.
Semantically sufficient condition
Semantically necessary condition
Semantically equal condition
Semantically partial equal condition

4.2 Content-based testing phase
Content-based testing phase is comprised of one module, which is the content-based test
module. In this phase, a researcher can test software R&D document artifacts for SCM of them
using the relevance link. Fig. 9 shows the system architecture in the content-based testing
phase.

Fig. 9. The system architecture in content-based testing phase
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Content-based Test Module (⑤): A researcher inputs the software R&D document artifact
which the researcher wants to trace and manage and the relevance rule of it. Then, the module
retrieves the compared document artifacts in the document artifact DB storing all the software
R&D document artifacts generated during software R&D life cycle. The module tests whether
the corresponding items in the basis document artifact and the compared document artifacts
keep the relevance rules. In this paper, this process is manually conducted by a researcher. We
will expand the module to be automatically tested using the textual inference.
The result of the content-based test provides grounds for determining consistency and
completeness of the tested software R&D document artifact. Moreover, the content-based test
assists objective evaluation of the software R&D document artifacts.

5. Application
For a preliminary application of the proposed content-based configuration management
system, we conduct SCM for ‘Project proposal’ and ‘1st annual report’ made from a previous
real project. We use ‘Project proposal’ as the compared document, and ‘1st annual report’ as
the basis document. Each software research document artifacts are parsed and marshaled by
the system. In the preliminary application, we manually fills the corresponding items and
relevance rules to make relevance links. After generation of the relevance link, the
content-based test module tests contents of the software research document artifacts using the
relevance links. For this, the system displays the contents of the corresponding items and the
relevance rule, and is fed back whether the corresponding items follow the relevance rule or
not by us. After the test is completed for all the corresponding items, it informs the test results,
as shown Table 3.
Table 3. The result of preliminary application
Compared
Relevance
Basis Configuration
Configuration
Rule
Item
Item
AR-1-A-1

Result

PP-2-1

ST-EC

TRUE

PP-2-3

ST-SC

TRUE

PP-3-2

ST-SC

TRUE

PP-3-2

SE-SC

TRUE

PP-3-3

SE-NC

TRUE

PP-3-3-1

SE-NC

FALSE

AR-1-A-2

AR-1-B-1
AR-1-B-2

Through the preliminary application, we verify that 5 items in the 1st annual report follow
the relevance rules, but 1 item (AR-1-B-2) doesn’t follow the relevance rule (SE-NC).
AR-1-B-2 item which is about current year research method in the 1st annual report has to
include all contents of PP-3-3-1 item which is about 1st year’s methodology in the project
proposal. However, AR-1-B-2 item omits one plan among the plans in the project proposal.
In this way, the content-based configuration management system can conduct SCM of the
software R&D document artifacts which the existing SCM system cannot manage, and it can
help the researchers who particularly focus on the original technology.
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6. Conclusion
The existing SCM system has carried out the SCM of the software artifacts based on the
configuration items which only have one meaning as the requirement. Therefore, it cannot
have managed the software research document artifacts which have various meanings such as
sufficient, necessary, equal and partial equal. To solve this problem, we propose the
content-based configuration management system. It identifies configuration items from
software R&D document artifacts, and extracts corresponding items from the configuration
items in a basis document artifact and compared document artifacts. Then, it maps between the
corresponding items and the relevance rule to generate the relevance link. Finally, it performs
the content-based test of the software R&D document artifacts using the relevance link. The
results of the content-based test provide grounds for determining consistency and
completeness of the tested software R&D document artifact. Moreover, it can assist objective
evaluation of the software R&D document artifacts. For the future work, we plan to study how
to determine consistency and completeness. In addition, we will expand the content-based test
to be automatically tested by using the textual inference.
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